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When George, now 68, was a child he moved frequently because his father ran a small circus Poverty is the
main reason for illiteracy. Only those who feel led to full-time ministry are attending Bible Colleges, and even
these individuals face a daunting future of massive debt. That is why women are not encouraged to go to
schools and study and hence contribute to the high rate of illiteracy in India. Then people had learned the way
to practice dogmatisms, superstitions, and prejudices. They are sent to work in mills and factories even at a
very early age. The literacy rate is 40 percent. The scope of learning was, so to speak, absent especially for the
governed in those days. On the contrary, illiteracy is a curse. Conclusion: Illiteracy in India has been deeply
rooted since ages. Illiteracy is a big problem in our society, even though it does not seem like it. Let us analyze
the main causes for illiteracy in India and the ways to remove it from our society. They had no 3Rs
knowledge. India would have an intellectually toothless and gullible generation with no thought process of its
own. It is a very instrumental law with a panoramic aim to mitigate illiteracy in India, where it safeguards
compulsory education for children of age between 6- 14 years in top quality schools. Illiteracy is similar to
darkness because ignorance results in it. As illiteracy is the root of all evils, we must try heart and soul to
remove it. That is to say, education is the backbone of a nation. Illiteracy in India is mostly prevalent in the
rural areas. Illiteracy in India has also caused many major crimes from evolving and reduces the social
awareness of a person.


